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ABSTRACT operating parameters which are believed to be associated with
steam formation and condensation.

Among those theories to interpret the PWR iodine spiking I
behaviors, the most accepted concept is based on steam formation Since 1975, there are several theories explaining the cause of
and condensation in damaged fuel rods. Due to the complex nature PWR iodine spiking. Te most accepted theory among them is the
of the phenomenon, a comprehensive model of the iodine behavior concept of steam formation and condensatiorL based on which the
has not yet been successfully developed. In 1992 a new empirical improved model was developed. The phase transformation of the
model was introduced (1) to establish a correlation with the operat- primary coolant form water to steam and back to water again during
ing parameters. The comparison results of the predicted iodine 131 power transient, is believed to be the driving force to cause the
equivalent activity value with the operating radiochemistry data- iodine spiking phenomenon.
base was off by 23%. This paper presents an improved model.
Although it is still an empirical model which also gives a first order Based on limited databases, it is also convinced that this model
estimation of the peak iodine spiking magnitude, the deviation is adequate for use of iodine spiking magnitude prediction and it is
between prediction and measurement was reduced to 7%. It is also feasible to derive an even more accurate correlation using the
believed that this improved model can be used for better prediction plant operating database to monitor and control the peak iodine
and control of the iodine spiking magnitude resulted from failed spiking magnitude if so desired.

fuel rods during power transients or plant shutdown. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

INTRODUCTION 3,4) The mechanism behind the iodine spiking behavior is now

Iodine spiking refers to a sudden increase in the concentration explained. When a fuel rod is damaged, a passage way will be
of iodine radionuclides in the reactor coolant following changes in opened allowing water entering into the rod. Due to the large
reactor power or reductions in reactor coolant system pressure. If a temperature gradient between the fuel pellets and the primary
reactor core contains one or more damaged fuel rods, iodine spiking coolant and due to the large pressure differential between the inside

and outside of the damaged fuel rod, a portion of the intake watermay be expected following reactor power reduction (including
shutdown). There are two kinds of radiological release of fission vaporizes. Then the fuel rod gap pressure builds up until the
products from a damaged fuel rod. They are Recoil release and pressure differential disappears.

Diffusion release 2). The recoil release mechanism is due to large At the beginning of power reduction, the fuel pellet tempera-
fuel rod rupture or tramp uranium, and the diffusion release mecha- ture will decrease. In response to the large temperature fluctuation,
nism is resulted from small fuel defects such as pin-hole damage or the stearn inside the damaged rod rapidly condenses. This event
crack. In most cases, only when the conditions for diffusion release causes a pressure imbalance between the damaged fuel rod and the
of fission products are held, iodine spiking during power transients primary coolant annel. As a result, water starts to pour into the
may be observed. damaged rod. During the early stages of the power reduction

The iodine spiking magnitude during power transient is pri- prcess, the fuel pellet temperature is still much higher than the
marily restricted by the technical specification limit on the maxi- primary coolant temperature (unless the plant has been shut down
mum reactor coolant iodine activity. From the plant operation's for a long period of time). This causes the intake water to be partially

vaporized, driving the fuel rod gap pressure locally higher than thepoint of view, as the iodine spiking surges, it causes the operation
staff's concern for lack of tools to control or respond. A,,great effort primary coolant pressure. Due to turbulence and agitation, the
has been done by EPRI and the fuel vendors in the United States and intake water is mixed with the iodine salts which are deposited on
overseas. But due to the complex nature of the phenomenon, a the inner cladding surface. Once the fuel rod gap pressure is locally
comprehensive model of the iodine spiking behavior has not yet greater than the coolant pressure, it will drive the water with
been successfully developed. dissolved fission gasses back into the primary coolant channel. This

is what causes the iodine spiking. The iodine spiking phenomenon
This paper presents an improved model based on empirical does not stay long because the fuel temperature continually de-

approach which gives a first order estimation of the peak iodine creases. Once the pressure differential disappears, the water ceases
spiking magnitude. This model utilizes a limited number of plant to flow out of the fuel rod ant the iodine spiking vanishes.
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Based on the above postulated causative explanation of iodine water* from the primary coolant channel would be vaporized due
to the temperature differential, ATO= T� -T20. And then, the rod gap

spiking, the following three operating parameters are used in the pressure (stearn and fission gases) increases until reaching an
proposed correlation are: equilibrium condition, P =P 20.

I. PI = pre-transient power level * Right after the fuel rod is damaged resuting a passage way.
2. P = post-transient power level % ) At this stage, the intake water stops to flow in, until power transient
3. T = time duration at power level PI Hours is occurred.

Using the above three parameters, the following quasi-qua-
dratic equation can be established; Note: Right after the fuel rod is damaged resulting

a passage way.

AP = C A(, +_C2 * T PI C3 PI - P2 )1-1 2. During Power Transient - Phase I

Where; In the event of a power reduction, portion of steam fon-ned
Ap is the peak iodine-equivalent activity level after power inside the damaged rod will be condensed due to fuel temperature

reduction drops, AT, = T1 T depending on how fast and how much the
Ao is the steady-state iodine-equivalent activity level power changed. Once the steam is condensed, the rod gap pressure
C 1, C2 and C3 are the plant dependent empirical coefficients will drop accordingly, Pi, < 20' And then the primary coolant will

enter into the damaged fuel rod.

It should be noted that Equation only takes into account i Inside of 2. Outside of

steam formation and condensation. Although there are other param- the Rod tbc od

eters that also affect iodine spiking, the proposed method will T T, a Ts

estimate to a first order of the peak iodine spiking magnitude and P P, a PA
can thus be used as a gage to determine future course of action. Q- Qs a 
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To treat the primary coolant as incompressible fluid, based on
Bernoulli's equation, the intake flow rate, W,,, can be expressed as:

Fuel 1: 77
PeRets C A,/ 1 - (A, A,)'

Opening % d
Pon or

Crack 2g * (Pio -P.. Y . ................ 2)

A 2 is the symbolic primary coolant channel area relatively to
the opening port area, A,'

At steady state power operation, the environment between In order to correlate the iodine spiking phenomenon with a set
inside and outside of the damaged fuel rod are in equilibrium of plant operating parameters, the following conditions are as-
conditions that can be expressed as: sumed:

P10= P 20 the rod gap pressure is the same of as the primary

coolant pressure. AI/A 2 = 0 ........ 3

Q10 is referred as the reactor power produced by the fuel rods. AP, = P10 - Fill CI * (T,0 - Ti) = C2 * (Q.. - Qii)

Q20 may be considered as zero in the primary coolant region. (4 
Presumably the gas pressure changes inside the damaged fuel

Tl(>> T20 T10 is the average fuel pellet temperature and T2,'S rod is governed by ideal gas law and the fuel temperature shall be
the primary coolant temperature. Inside the fuel rod, part of the inlet roughly a linear function of fuel rod power. Merging equations 2),
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(3) and 4), we can establish:
Equation 7 was then used for the sample test case. The

W" =C Q.. - Q.. ]112 ......... ( 5 predicted peak iodine equivalent activity value is only off by -7%
from the measured data. This is reasonably good considering the
limited database, the uncertainty band of this kind of correlation,

Where C3 = Cd * Al 2g * C2/y2'S a constant and the built-in error margin in the parameters used in Eq. 7 Figure

3. During Power Transient - Phase II I given below is a typical sample iodine activity trend data which
1. 1wide of 2. Nuide of was used to test the established correlation as given in Equation 7.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the improved iodine spiking model is intended
W21 to serve the following purposes:

1. To provide the nuclear engineering support group with
ways to control iodine spiking behavior.

At the power reduction being in process T,2 is still much 2. To provide the groundwork for the formation of a more
higher than T22. It is hypothetically believed that portion of the P,, comprehensive and accurate model.
intake coolant will be vaporized immediately and builds up the rod REFERENCES
gap pressure. P,2 due to steam formation and possibly leads P, > P.
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For better fit of the sample plant operating database and
modified the results derived in this section, the correlation given in
equation I was established.

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

The improved model was tested using the on-line chemistry
data from a nuclear power plant reload cycle operation. With the
available plant operating database, the empirical coefficients given
in Eq. I can be established:

AP = 2.051E+I*Ao + 1.153E-5*TI*Pl - 4.673E-7*(PI-P2)2-1
(7)
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